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3. Methodology 
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Table 1. Mean values in anti-establishment rhetoric and ideology positions of the political 
parties included in the analysis  
Populist parties Anti-establishment rhetoric Ideology position 
Podemos (Spain) 10 1.67 
Sinn Féin (SF) (Ireland) 8.19 2.13 
United Kingdom Independence Party -
UKIP- (UK) 
9.29 9.14 
Swiss People's Party -SVP- 
(Switzerland)  
8.38 8.25 
Non-populist parties   
Spanish Socialist Party -PSOE- (Spain) 3 3.8 
Labour Party -LAB- (Ireland) 1.5 4.12 
Conservative Party -CON- (UK) 2.16 7 
Green Liberal Party of Switzerland -
GLP- (Switzerland)  
3.37 5.25 
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4. Results 
4.1. Populist parties vs. Non-populist parties 
Figure 1. Classical content analysis: percentage of populist sentences per manifesto (Analysis1) 
N (total sentences per manifesto): Podemos: 2090; PSOE: 4423; SF: 1094; LAB: 1664; UKIP: 1268; CON: 1465; 
SVP: 1459; GLP: 238 
 
Figure 2. Key Words in Context Analysis: percentage of key words per manifesto (Analysis2) 
N (total words per manifesto): Podemos: 53772; PSOE: 128108; SF: 22278; LAB: 37492; UKIP: 27867; CON: 
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Figure 3. Anti-elitism (% Key Words per manifesto) 
N (total words): Populist parties' manifestos: 132562; Non-populist parties' manifestos: 200819 
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Figure 4. People-centrism (% Key Words per manifesto) 
N (total words): Populist parties' manifestos: 132562; Non-populist parties' manifestos: 200819 
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Figure 5. Popular sovereignty (% Key Words per manifesto) 
N (total words): Populist parties' manifestos: 132562; Non-populist parties' manifestos: 200819 
4.2. Right-wing populist parties vs. Left-wing populist parties 
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Figure 6. Left-right wing populist parties: percentage of sentences per manifesto (Analysis1) 
N (total sentences per manifesto): Podemos: 2090; SF: 1094; UKIP: 1268; SVP: 1459 
4.2.1. Anti-elitism 
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Table 2. Targets of anti-elitist discourse 





Self-satisfied elites in 
political, business, 
society and the media 
 
 
Too few people 
Pan-European 
bureaucratic elite  
 




Their friends at 
the top 
A circle of 















Special interests: asylum 







The other main 
parties 
The old parties  
Special interests: 
the pro-EU lobby 
The corrupted 
The institutions 












Foreign courts and 
judges 















Big businesses  








The wealthiest  
The rich 










State media organs 
The SRG corporation 
Left-wing intellectuals 
The liberal 










Paternalism of the state 
Green fundamentalism 
The current 




The ´green’ agenda  
Multiculturalism 
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4.2.2. People-centrism 
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Table 3. Targets of the people-centrism discourse 





The people as 
Supreme authority 
People as taxpayers 
People as everyone: 
citizens, voters 
 
The British people 
People as taxpayers 
People as everyone: 
voters, citizens 
The nation: proud 
Britain, our nation… 
Families 
 
People as everyone: 
the people, citizens 
 
People as everyone: 
the people of Ireland, 



















People in vulnerable 
situation: disabled 
people, old people, 

































4.2.3. Popular sovereignty 
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5. Conclusions 
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